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Letter from the editor:
This issue has the usual eclectic mix of articles: ranging from the German electric barrier to stop desertions into Holland to Einstein and relativity. I learned a lot editing them and hope you will enjoy reading
them.
As usual with our magazine, since it is an illustrated magazine, the historical photographs say
as much as the text of the articles. Many of the photos in this issue have never been published before. I
thank the authors for being so forthcoming with their collections. As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words.
You will note that we now take paid advertisements. They help defray the cost of publication. The
only criterion for advertisers is their announcements must be relevant to our mission — the study of the
First World War and its times. If you are interested in advertising, please email me. In this issue we have
a page and a half of advertisements. I have increased the size of the magazine from 40 to 44 pages in
compensation.
A final remark to prospective authors, if you have an idea for an article or a My Kin in the Great
War contribution, please email me,
Ed Klekowski
Editor edk1418@gmail.com

Letter to the editor:
Dear Ed:
Congratulations on a great issue of WW1 Illustrated, #12. I particularly enjoyed the article on Sir John French. (My Kin in the Great War: A
Yankee in Sir John French’s Court, Mickey Rathbun) Years ago in London, I
was able to purchase a spelter metal figure on base of Sir John on horseback
titled “French.” It is approximately 19 inches tall by 16 inches wide and sits
on a shelf at my office with other items in my WW1 militaria collection.
Many thanks,
Keith J. Landies
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THE WIRE OF DEATH
A HIGH VOLTAGE FENCE BETWEEN BELGIUM AND THE NETHERLANDS
Herman Janssen
Due to Dutch neutrality during the First
World War, the Belgian-Dutch frontier became very
special. It was the only Belgian border that wasn’t
occupied on both sides by the German army. It was
the only possible way to leave the country. It was the
borderline between war and peace.
However, both Germany and the Netherlands
closed this boundary. Germany did so to control the
inhabitants of the occupied country. The Netherlands
was obliged to because of its neutrality. From the
beginning of the war, the German army had tried to
close the border by placing barriers on the main roads
and having soldiers patrolling. All this demanded
the deployment of a considerable number of soldiers.
Since the German army could not seal the border
completely, many people succeeded in crossing the
280 miles-long boundary line. Amongst them were
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volunteers for the Belgian army, spies, clandestine
mail-deliverers, resistance fighters, smugglers,
refugees and German deserters.
Captain D. Schütte, who worked at the German
intelligence service in Brussels, considered it possible
to employ a fairly new invention. After approval by
the General Government in Brussels, a lethal high
voltage barrier was installed in 1915 along the entire
Belgian-Dutch frontier. This barrier was far more than
a meaningless improvisation or experimentation. As a
weapon it was founded on scientific military research
and technical knowledge . A similar roadblock had
been tested on a small scale at the end of 1914 near the
Swiss border, where thirteen villages in Alsace were
separated from Switzerland by a six miles-long high
voltage wire to stop German deserters.
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High voltage fence under construction in
Leopoldsburg, east of Antwerp. German engineer
troops proudly pose with their result. Note the large
mallets to knock the posts into the ground. The high
poles provide the power to the switch houses. Later
they were also used for the telephone connection.

some strips had already been completed. Other parts
followed in August 1915 or still later. In the Meuse
villages of Geistingen and Ophoven for example, the
fence would remain until the middle of 1916. In the
beginning of July 1915, the first posts and construction
materials were delivered at Baarle-Hertog, a small
village northeast of Antwerp that calls itself ‘the world
capital of enclaves’. The wire was electrified there
on the 24th of July 1915. The Dutch government was
informed of the arrival of the high voltage fence by
a note in June 1915. The Netherlands did not protest
because the German wire made it considerably easier
for the Dutch soldiers and customs officers to guard
their borders.

Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.

In Belgium the construction started in April
1915. The actual route was decided on and trees
were removed. Then German military engineers and
voluntary Belgian labourers were sent in. Some of
these volunteers had no experience whatever with
manual labour. They were poorly equipped for the job,
wearing fine shoes and a bad coat over their civilian
clothes. By pay time at the end of the first working
day, the German officer was left with half of the wages
because most volunteers had fled to The Netherlands.
Large stakes were driven in the soil on the route that
was laid out. The pine stakes were equipped with
porcelain insulators to hold the wires. The fence
usually contained five or six wires, spaced evenly
at twelve inches apart, fixed at the Belgian side of
the stake. Higher up two more wires were placed
to supply the electricity. Smooth wire of 0.2 inch
diameter was used, but since supplies were insufficient
barbed wire was often used instead. From five to
ten feet along either side of the high voltage fence,
another barbed wire barrier was placed. It was lower,
not electrified and served as a protection for people
and animals. The three fences were not built from
east to west or vice versa. Separate parts of fencing
were built at various places. By June and July 1915,

Map, showing the high voltage fence in Belgium;
Knokke (1), Antwerp and the Scheldt (2), BaarleHertog and Baarle-Nassau (3), the Meuse (4) and
Aachen (5).
Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.

The high voltage fence reached from the Belgian
coastline in Knokke to the suburbs of the German city
of Aachen. It was constructed on Belgian territory
along the borderline, following the border loosely.
To shorten the distance, large sections of Belgian
soil were left behind the wire. This area was often
erroneously referred to as no man’s land. In fact, it
was cut off from Belgian territory but it remained
occupied by the Germans if it was inhabited. The
inhabitants were enclosed by the German high voltage
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fence on one side and a Dutch barbed wire fence on
the other side. This was the case in ten villages in all
three bulges in the north of Antwerp. Surveillance of
the 280 miles-long Belgian-Dutch borderline could
thus be reduced to 205 miles.
The current intensity was two thousand volts.
It is doubtful that the Germans were always able to
maintain that fatal level. Border guide Jan Vleugels
mentions in his book De Rakkers der Grenzen
(Border Rascals) three border crossings at which he
had actually felt the current. At that time there was
probably not enough power on the wire. Belgium did
not yet have power stations. Only a few companies
had the equipment to generate electricity to supply
their own needs. The region in the east relied on the
transformation cabin of Reutershag near Aachen,
which had a feeder cable to Belgium. In the northern
region the Germans made use of the equipment of
the gunpowder factory in Kaulille, the sawmill of
the Emsens family in Lommel-Stevensvennen and a
transformation cabin in Kapellen. For the western
region, sources are less clear. It seems some smaller
companies had to supply electricity, like an electrical
substation in Zelzate and a factory in Moerbeke.

Switch house in Putte-Kapellen, north of Antwerp.
On the left the section for the electricity, on the right
the waiting room for the border guards. Soldiers were
replaced here when they had to stop patrolling along
the high voltage fence. Note the bike that was always
ready for emergencies.
Courtesy of Professor Alex Vanneste, University of Antwerp.

Maps show that alternating current was used,
three-phase current in particular. Switch houses were
built along the fencing. These cottages contained
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technical equipment and served as sentry boxes for
the border guards. There were more than one hundred
switch houses between Antwerp and Aachen. The
distance between them ranged from half a mile up to
a mile and a half. In the western region the switching
gear itself was smaller and more numerously placed
in small wooden boxes or evacuated houses. Power
supply was organised differently there. Inhabitants
of the Belgian-Dutch border region were not really
familiar with electricity at the time. They did not
fully realize the danger. We know that some people
manually tested the wires, which was usually fatal.
The high voltage fence was soon referred to as ‘the
wire of death’ and the border area was declared a nogo zone. White warning signs were put up. In three
languages the message read ‘High voltage wire, danger
of life’. Priests warned churchgoers of the dangers of
the wire and so did teachers in their classroom.

Two German border guards stand in front of the Wire
of Death in Knokke, a Belgian seaside resort. Behind
the fence we see a Dutch soldier and a guardhouse on
wheels. Two small wooden boxes with the electrical
switchgear are fastened to the high pole on the left.
Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.

Farmers often had land or meadows on the other
side of the fence, sometimes only a few hundred yards
from their farm. The construction of the wire fence
forced them to make a detour of some miles in order to
arrive at the gate that allowed them to enter their own
field. Sometimes they did not even get the permission
to do so. Belgian labourers who worked in The
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Netherlands did not get a permit to cross the border
on a daily basis. They were made to choose between
staying in Belgium without an income or working and
also residing in The Netherlands from which they were
allowed to return to their native country once or twice
a month. Children could no longer attend their school
if it happened to be on the other side of the fence.
They simply had to choose a school elsewhere or drop
school altogether.

German border guard in winter uniform. The patrol
path next to the Wire of Death has been raised due to
the flooding of the Mark, a tributary of the Meuse. The
soldier sent this photo home to show his family what
his job was. The red crosses indicate where he shot two
border crossers.
Courtesy of the city museum in Hoogstraten.

Around the clock there was a German guard to
control the Wire of Death every fifty to one hundred
and fifty yards. At night the number of border guards
was doubled. German soldiers were ordered to fire
immediately after every unanswered warning. Yet
they were not allowed to fire in the direction of The

Netherlands. The soldiers walked from one switching
cottage to the next one, returning when they met with a
colleague halfway. To avoid bribery it was kept secret
when they were actually on duty. At some places
additional searchlights enabled the guards to control
the border area at night. During the day manned gasfilled balloons were anchored to steel cables in order
to track people. The switching cottages contained
technical equipment or control devices to discover any
sabotage. When that occurred, a border guard cycled
along the fence to the site of the incident and had to
cycle back straightaway to report to his commander.
Superior officers were then informed by field
telephone. Communication was seriously improved in
the winter of 1917-1918 when the Germans installed
a transmitting station so that alerts could be given out
immediately.
On the other side of the border the Dutch
army also patrolled heavily. Illegal conduct led to
immediate arrest on the spot. Moreover, the Dutch
guards didn’t hesitate to fire if they considered it
necessary. The Wire of Death made it more difficult
to enter The Netherlands. Border traffic was reduced.
For inhabitants of the border region this was a painful
ordeal as their friends and relatives very often lived
in both countries. All traffic to The Netherlands was
forbidden or required a strict German control. Whether
one could visit a relative or a friend on the other side
of the border depended on the arbitrary decision of
the local commander. The chief might – or might not
– grant a written (and paid for) permit to leave the
country for just a few hours or days, even for attending
a funeral or a doctor’s visit. On January 26th 1915 the
occupying force had decided to stop granting a permit
for every Belgian man between the ages of sixteen and
forty-five to keep him from joining the Belgian army.
Civilians and soldiers had different gates in the
high voltage fence to pass through. Along the border
there were seventy-five of them. Fifty were reserved
for soldiers, nine for civilians and sixteen for mixed
traffic. The heavily guarded gates were situated on the
main roads or railways. They made it possible to enter
the ‘no man’s land’ between the Wire of Death and the
borderline. Only if one managed to obtain a permit
from the local commander, which was quite rare, one
could travel through the gate. For strategic-military
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reasons the Germans did not want to block all roads
to The Netherlands. One might never know how the
relations between the Netherlands and Germany would
evolve during the war.

Heavily guarded gate on the Belgian-Dutch border. In
the foreground is a German soldier, two Dutchmen
are looking behind the gate. The tram line on the right
is completely closed. The large insulators were used
in the west of Belgium, between the Scheldt and the
coast.
Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.

Belgians were subject to scrutinous control and
registration. If one failed to return in time from a visit
to e.g. a sick relative, one simply risked having family
members imprisoned or being forced to pay a heavy
fine. At any time a Belgian citizen had to be able to
identify himself and it was forbidden to travel from
village to village in the border region. Inhabitants of
the border area soon found all kinds of techniques to
pass the wire of death clandestinly. The best way was
to bribe the German border guards. For some money
the power was betrayed by a guard someone had made
an agreement with. Another successful way was to
make use of a sewer or a canal under the fence. Border
crossers often used dry wooden sticks with a V-profile
on top. In this way the bottom wire could be forced
five or ten inches up to create the space needed to pass
underneath. In the Meuse region marl caves had access
both in Belgium and the Netherlands. Many people
fled through these. As soon as the Germans realized
this, they built brick walls to block the entrances.
Some people tried to pass the Wire of Death
with a self-made ladder, yet this often ended tragically.
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Refugees even used poles to jump over the fencing.
Another way was to force a barrel between the wires.
If the top and bottom were removed one could pass
safely. The same thing happened with bottomless
baskets or wooden bins. Another easy way was to
use a wooden bicycle wheel without spokes. When
suspended between the bottom and second wire even
inexperienced people had sufficient room to pass
safely. Rather elementary was the use of woollen
blankets wound round two wires through which one
tried to crawl to the other side. Using rubber was
more successful. A rubber mat of one to one and a half
yards was placed under the bottom wire, this was a
reasonably safe way to pass the wires and even to hold
the wires, as long as one kept his feet firmly on the
mat. Belgian border crossers had rubber gloves, boots
or even suits for this purpose. Well protected by rubber
gloves they often used an insulated crimping plier to
cut the wires. Yet this was risky, as soon as a wire was
cut the German guards were alerted. Whenever the
circuit of the wire fence was broken, this was a stroke
of luck for many. That was the case when the fence
was sabotaged. But sometimes, e.g. in case of a heavy
thunderstorm, the Germans switched off the power

This original wooden folding frame is fixed between
the two bottom wires of the reconstructed Wire of
Death in the hamlet Zondereigen, municipality of
Baarle-Hertog. In order to preserve history, a dozen of
these reconstructions have been built on the BelgianDutch border in recent years.
Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.
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themselves. And finally, most border crossers used
a wooden foldable frame of which top and bottom
were insulated. After the frame was quickly stretched
between the wires, the passers-by were able to crawl to
the other side.
The number of casualties at the Belgian-Dutch
border during the First World War varies from a few
hundred up to five thousand or more. Both numbers
are doubtful. To give a reliable estimation one has to
define clearly which casualties are included. Only the
victims who were electrocuted or also those who were
shot close to the fence? Should someone start counting
from the beginning of the war or from the construction
of the high voltage fence? Professor Vanneste from
the University of Antwerp counted about one thousand
casualties, both electrocutions and shooting incidents
from the construction onward. Maybe there are even
more, yet few data are kept: Belgium was occupied
territory, the border area was forbidden and the press
was censored. Hardly any German report of the
border patrols is preserved. Half of the casualties
were Belgian, a quarter were German. The others are
Dutch (10%), escaped Russian prisoners of war (10%),
French (4%) and a few other nationalities. Seventyfive percent of the casualties died from electrocution

The man’s body shows charred burns where he touched
the high voltage wires. His removed clothing was
thoroughly investigated by the Germans for espionage
reports, which were often hidden in the hem.
Courtesy of professor Alex Vanneste, University of Antwerp.

and twenty percent from shooting incidents in the
vicinity of the high voltage fence. Some victims

drowned and the cause of death of those who remain is
unknown.
Along the borderline near the enclave
village Baarle-Hertog forty-four casualties had
been registered. Four of these got killed before the
construction of the Wire of Death, so we do not
include them in these statistics. Amongst the casualties
are sixteen Belgians, thirteen Germans, five Dutch,
two French, two English and two Russians. This
was quite similar to the overall numbers. Even the
German border guards were insufficiently aware of
the danger of electricity. Not all German victims were
deserters. Some of them picked up a bunny from the
high voltage wire. Others accidentally hit the wire with
their bayonet when they stooped or they were shot by
a member of the Belgian resistance. Probably twenty
five people were electrocuted (62.5%) and fourteen
shot (35%): nine by German soldiers, three by Belgian
border crossers and two by Dutch guards. In one case
the cause of death is unclear. One should also be aware
that the available sources often contradict each other
on the cause of death. An intensive study of old Dutch
newspapers recently allowed as many as ten persons
to be added to the list of victims near Baarle-Hertog.
All of them were Dutch food smugglers, shot by Dutch
soldiers.
The youngest victim of the Wire of Death is the
four-year-old Peter Wuijts. The boy lived in Bergeijk
in The Netherlands. His family home was near to
border pole 187, he lived just thirty yards from the
high voltage fence. Peter died a gruesome death trying
to crawl under the wire when playing. His father,
who witnessed the accident, wanted to lift the child
from the wire. Some witnesses stopped him from
doing so. They wrapped rubber around a stick and
managed to get the child off the wire. “His arm burned
through, making the tiny hand fall on the ground,” the
newspaper reports.
The most deadly incident took place in the
night of August 25th, 1917. Nearby the castle of
Hoogstraten, German border guards came across
some Belgian refugees. Four people were shot. The
casualties were Max Skölle (a German soldier, aged
56), the 16-year-old Charles Farcy, his brother Henry
and the 37-year-old Antoon Van Den Broeck. The last
three were on their way to the Belgian army.
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In Belgium the two brothers ’t Seijen were the
youngest victims. Carolus (aged 13) and Marcel (10)
were electrocuted in the night of November 4th 1917
in Kalmthout, north of Antwerp. They may have been
involved in smuggling in the hope that border guards
would be more tolerant towards children.
Local History Association Amalia van Solms, Baarle-Hertog and
Baarle-Nassau.

After the armistice the Belgian authorities
claimed the Wire of Death fence as spoils of war, but
it had already disappeared at many places. In BaarleHertog the fence was pulled down a few days before
the end of the war. The
materials were used by
farmers to fence off their
meadows. In some cases it
took more time. Farmer Jan
Van Looveren from Meer (a
village in the municipality
of Hoogstraten) wanted
to visit his parents on
November 12th 1918, the
day after the armistice.
They inhabited a small
farm on the other side of
the fence. Assuming the
Germans had cut off the
power, Jan wanted to crawl
through the high voltage
fence. He took the wire
with both hands and so
became the very last victim
of the Wire of Death…
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Herman Janssen is born in Belgium in 1957. He
has a wife, two children and five grandchildren. For
forty years he led a team of mentors for a group of
adults with an intellectual restriction. Herman is the
chairman of the local history association for the twin
municipalities of Baarle-Hertog (Belgium) and BaarleNassau (the Netherlands). In 2004 he got interested
in the Wire of Death. The association reconstructed
two strips (one with a switching house) and developed
tourist cycling and walking routes. School classes
are guided there too. Herman published a Dutch
book about WW1 and gives lectures. In 2011 he was
appointed a member of the Order of Orange-Nassau by
the Dutch Queen because of his special merits towards
society. Quite an honour for a Belgian citizen!
www.dodendraad.org
info@dodendraad.org
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MY DUTY TO DO MY SHARE:
Immigrant Soldiers In The U.S. Army During
World War I
Peter L. Belmonte
		 America is a nation of immigrants, and it is no
surprise that many of them have served in her military.
During the Civil War especially, many immigrants
flocked to the colors while still others were drafted.
Most of these men were from old-stock immigrant
groups. There were entire regiments composed of
German or Irish immigrants, for example. Almost
all European nations, and several non-European
nations, were represented. One of the most colorful
of the Union regiments, the 39th New York Infantry,
Garibaldi Guard, consisted of five companies
of Germans and one company each of French,
Hungarians, Italians, Spanish, and Swiss.
Beginning in the 1880s and continuing to the
eve of World War I the nature of immigration to the
United States changed as more immigrants originated
in Southern and Eastern Europe. The foreign-born
elements of the top five immigrant groups in the
U.S. in 1910 were present in the following numbers:
2,311,000 Germans, 1,352,000 Irish, 1,343,000
Italians, 1,184,000 Russians, and 938,000 Poles.
Due to the nature of emigration from many of these
countries, a large percentage of these emigrants were
draft-age men. This is especially true of the later
immigrants from such countries as Italy, Greece,
Hungary (including those nations in the AustroHungarian Empire), Poland, and Russia.
The U.S. entered the war in April 1917, and, in
order to build an Army suitable to fight a modern war
in Europe, instituted the draft the following month.
The War Department had to decide whom to draft and
how to deal with the large numbers of men who came
from enemy countries. The resolution of these thorny
issues and the precise workings of the draft are outside
the scope of this article; suffice to say that conscription
and voluntary enlistments brought into the Army
hundreds of thousands of foreign-born men. As
many as 800,000 of them served in the Army during

the war. This represents about twenty percent of the
wartime Army. Although they served in every unit
and in every capacity, many of them struggled to adapt
to military life. This was due mainly to the fact that
many immigrants were comparatively recent arrivals
to the United States, and they were not yet proficient
in the English language. In February 1918, the War
Department created special military units, called
development battalions, to help train and assimilate
such men. Development battalions were located at
each military cantonment, and throughout the war
they trained thousands of men who would otherwise
have been discharged for inability to adapt to military
service.

Announcement in the Stars & Stripes September 1917
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Many people saw military service as a factor
in Americanizing and assimilating immigrants,
particularly those from non-English speaking
countries. As a further push, in May 1918 Congress
passed a law allowing immigrant alien soldiers to
obtain U.S. citizenship without the necessity of first
filing a declaration of intention, basically waiving the
length of residency requirements and streamlining
the process of naturalization. Perhaps hundreds
of thousands of soldiers took advantage of this
opportunity in 1918 and 1919; many more did so
in the years following their discharge. At the same
time, men were allowed to change their name if they
so desired. This, too, was a long-term legacy of the
impact of immigrants’ military service on themselves
and on the country.
These men represent a very large part of the
wartime U.S. Army, yet their individual and collective
stories are largely untold. Immigrant soldiers,
especially those from non-English speaking countries,
generally did not leave extensive written accounts of
their service. The researcher must scour collections
and archives for tidbits to piece together. After the
war, some states sent questionnaires to returning
servicemen and women in an effort to preserve
information for posterity. Connecticut is one of the
states to collect such information, and these records
are available online in the Ancestry.com database.
On the Connecticut questionnaire, respondents
answered a variety of questions, sometimes in great
detail, about their military service. Some of them also
provided a photograph of themselves in uniform. Thus
this database is an important tool for the historian
seeking to learn more about one small part of the
American military experience in World War I. The
following vignettes and photographs are gleaned from
the Connecticut questionnaire database. They serve
to illustrate the wide variety of service of foreign-born
men in the U.S. military during the war. Stateside and
overseas service, enlisted and officer, combat and noncombat, wounds, and sickness are all shown in this
small representative group; in addition, two men were
born in Central Powers countries.
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Joseph Masek

Pvt. Joseph Masek, 10th
Infantry Regiment, 14th
Division, 1918. Masek
was a native of the AustroHungarian Empire.
Joseph Masek was born on January 6, 1896, in
Palocsa, Saras Magye, Austria-Hungary. He came
to the U.S. in 1912 and became an electroplater in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Although he was an enemy
alien, Masek was drafted into the Army on April
26, 1918. He was sent to Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Indiana, as part of the 10th Infantry Regiment, 14th
Division. The war ended before the 14th Division
could be sent overseas, and Masek was discharged at
Camp Sherman, Ohio, on January 15, 1919. Masek
declared that he “favored military service and was
pleased when [his] name was called.” He felt that
his service was “highly beneficial” to him and that it
had turned him in favor of universal military training.
After the war, Masek worked as a metal worker; he
died in 1983.

Samuel Oliva
				
					
Cpl. Samuel Oliva, 39th
Infantry Regiment, 4th
Division. Oliva, a native of
Italy, was wounded in action
during the Meuse-Argonne
Offensive.
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Samuel Francis Oliva was born on September
21, 1893, in Mormanno, Calabria, Italy. He was a
chauffeur and automobile mechanic in Burnside,
Connecticut, when he enlisted in the Regular Army
on July 6, 1917. He was assigned initially to the
Medical Officers’ Training Camp at Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana, until he was transferred to Company
G, 304th Infantry Regiment, 76th Division. In midJuly 1918, Oliva arrived in France, and on July 20 he
was promoted to corporal. The 76th Division sent
replacements to other divisions, and Oliva was sent
to Company D, 39th Infantry Regiment, 4th Division.
Oliva served with his regiment in the St. Mihiel and
Meuse-Argonne Offensives. On September 27, the
second day of the Meuse-Argonne Offensive, Oliva
was wounded in the foot by a machine gun bullet.
From September 30 to October 30, Oliva recuperated
at Base Hospital 11 at Doulons, France. He returned
to the U.S. aboard the Elysian on June 16, 1919, and
he was discharged eight days later at Camp Upton,
New York. After the war, Oliva stated: “I felt it my
duty to do my share…. [I] had fine treatment and good
health. After the war, Oliva worked in the trucking
industry. He died in Connecticut in 1974.

corps at Camp Greenleaf, Georgia, Smulkstis had
only the bare minimum of training before being sent
to France as part of the Camp Greenleaf September
Medical Replacement Draft on September 26, one
month after reporting for military duty. He served as a
cook in the Medical Corps until his return to the U.S.
in July 1919. After his discharge, Smulkstis worked as
a machinist in Connecticut.

Kazimieras Smulkstis

Domenico Toscano was born in 1887 in Staiti,
Calabria, Italy. He was an ammunition worker for
the Remington Arms Company, living in Bridgeport,
Connecticut, when he was drafted into the Army on
September 20, 1917. Toscano was initially assigned to
Company B, 304th Infantry Regiment, 76th Division,
at Camp Devens, Massachusetts. In February 1918,
he was transferred to Company H, 60th Infantry
Regiment, 5th Division, at Camp Greene, North
Carolina. Toscano arrived in France in May 1918, and
in mid-June he entered combat in the Lorraine and
Champagne Sectors. On August 5 he lost his thumb
and the first finger of his left hand due to a shrapnel
wound. From then until late October, Toscano was
treated at Base Hospitals 31, 13, and 8 in France.
He returned to the U.S. on November 8 and was
discharged at Camp Upton, New York, on January 13,
1919. Toscano used his military service to expedite
his attainment of U.S. citizenship in February 1919.
By May 1919, Toscano was attending Bridgeport
Trade School. He died in New Mexico in 1974.

Cook Kazimieras
Smulkstis, right, with a
friend. Smulkstis, a native
of Lithuania, served in the
Medical Corps in France.
Men sent to France in the summer and autumn
of 1918 often left the U.S. with a bare minimum
of training. This would be bad enough for a native
English speaker, but immigrants had an even tougher
time. Kazimieras Smulkstis was born in Senapyles,
Sunsku, Suvalku, Lithuania, in 1895. He was living in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, when he was drafted into the
Army on August 26, 1918. Assigned to the medical

Domenico Toscano

Pvt. Domenico Toscano,
60th Infantry Regiment, 5th
Division. Toscano, a native
of Italy, was wounded in
action in August 1918.
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Abraham Henry Vachss

2Lt. Abe Vachss, 45th
Regiment, Coast Artillery
Corps. Vachss, a native of
Romania, served in France
toward the end of the war.
Abraham Henry Vachss was born on October
27, 1896, in Jassy, Romania. Vachss came to the U.S.
and settled in Stamford, Connecticut, where he was
employed as a metal worker making ammunition for
the Stamford Rolling Mills. In March 1914, Vachss
enlisted in the 7th Company, Coast Artillery Corps,
Connecticut National Guard; he reenlisted in March
1917, just before the U.S. entered the war. Vachss
was a sergeant when his unit was federalized and sent
to Fort Terry, New York. In January 1918, Vachss
attended the 3rd Officers Training Camp at Fort
Monroe, Virginia; he graduated and was commissioned
a second lieutenant in March. Vachss went overseas
with Battery D, 45th Regiment, Coast Artillery Corps,
on October 22, 1918. His tour of duty in France was
brief; he sailed for the U.S. aboard the USS Siboney on
January 23, 1919.
After the war, Vachss remained an officer in
the Connecticut National Guard while working as a
machinist in New London, Connecticut. As indicated
by his continuation in the National Guard, Vachss
thought his service gave him “a better appreciation
of true fellowship. I was never in better health than
during the time I was in the army.” Vachss minced no
words when it came to describing his attitude toward
his overseas service: “I learned to like the French
People. I would much rather go into a war against
England than against Germany and would not go on
another altruistic project such as this war was.”
Such attitudes were not uncommon. Soldiers assigned
to the Army of Occupation of Germany expressed
more affinity for German civilians than for French
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civilians, and while Doughboys admired Australian
and Canadian soldiers, they almost universally found
British soldiers to be arrogant and bombastic.
Vachss’s service deepened his patriotism. His
background and experience as an immigrant Jew might
have colored his post-war views; in 1920 he mused:
“I wonder why a soldier thinks that the country owes
him a living free for doing no more than he should
have wanted to do himself.” By 1930, Vachss was in a
veterans’ hospital, and he died two years later in New
York City.

Fotios Louis Vassolarides

Pvt. Fotios Vassolarides,
151st Depot Brigade, Camp
Devens, Massachusetts.
Vassolarides was born in
Turkey of Greek parents.
Fotios Louis Vassolarides was born on July 1,
1893, in Constantinople, Turkey, of Greek parents; he
came to the U.S. in 1909 and settled in Connecticut.
He was a mill operator at the Ardmore Woolen Mill
in Yantic, Connecticut, when he was drafted into the
Army on February 27, 1918. Vassolarides was a
private initially assigned to the 34th Company, 9th
Battalion, 151st Depot Brigade, at Camp Devens,
Massachusetts. Soon he underwent a series of
transfers among units in the depot brigade at Camp
Devens: 32nd Company, 8th Battalion; Company
A, Development Battalion; and Company L, 3rd
Development Battalion. His stint in the development
battalions probably helped him enough to enable his
assignment to the Quartermaster Corps at Camp
Devens. But this was short lived; Vassolarides was
transferred back to Company L, 3rd Development
Battalion. In August, he took advantage of the new
naturalization law and became a U.S. citizen. With
the Armistice on November 11, 1918, came the
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rapid demobilization of soldiers in the United States.
Vassolarides received his honorable discharge at
Camp Devens on November 30, 1918. During his
nine months of service, Vassolarides was sent to the
base hospital three times with grippe and influenza.
With the help of Edith May Service, a Red Cross
secretary, Vassolarides completed his Connecticut
questionnaire in June 1919. Vassolarides claimed
he “liked army life and was disappointed not to have
been able to go overseas. [He] liked ‘the life.’” When
asked for additional data, Service wrote: “Hard to
get impressions, etc., from man as he understands
very little English.” Vassolarides, yearning for the
military life, enlisted in the U.S. Navy at New Haven,
Connecticut, on March 19, 1920. Perhaps suffering
the effects of his sicknesses during his Army service,
he was discharged for medical disability on April 14
at Newport, Rhode Island. After this, he became a
merchant seaman; he died in Tennessee in 1951.

Charles John Yesionowski
		

was promoted to private first class on December 2,
1918, and honorably discharged at Camp Devens
on January 22, 1919. Yesionowski was proud of his
service; when asked about any citations or decorations
he had received, he wrote: “Received Medal for the
Best trained Regiment in the Division Nov 1918
[sic].” About his attitude toward military service,
Yesionowski declared: “Personally I object to military
service in times of peace at the out Break of war I
wanted to Volunteer But was rejected because of my
height being 4 inches short [sic].” In common with
millions of other soldiers, Yesionowski recalled that
military service was “[r]ather hard at first But fianly
[finally] Grew into [it] and was much pleased with
Camp Life. Physical condition very good [sic].” He
lived in Connecticut after his military service.
These few examples, taken from one easily
accessible source, serve to put a human face on the
impersonal cold statistics of numbers of men who
served in the U.S. Army during World War I. By
examining the military history of these men we can
better understand the American military experience
during the war.

				

Pfc. Charles Yesionowski
(left), 74th Infantry
Regiment, 12th Division.
Yesionowski was a native
of Germany.
Charles John Yesionowski was born in
Thorne, Germany (now part of Poland), in 1890.
He was a cook at St. Vincent Hospital in Worcester,
Massachusetts, when he was drafted into the Army on
July 24, 1918, at Norwich, Connecticut. Yesionowski
was assigned to Company G, 74th Infantry Regiment,
12th Division, at Camp Devens, Massachusetts.
Yesionowski became a U.S. citizen at Camp Devens
in October. During the autumn of 1918 the influenza
epidemic affected training in the United States.
According to Yesionowski, “owing to so much
Sickness of the flue we were unable to go across [to
France] as one third of are div died here [sic].” He

Extract of the Petition for Naturalization for Francesco
Capra, born in Sicily, Italy, in 1897. Capra served
in the 60th Company, Coast Artillery Corps, during
the war and used his service to file this document in
1920. The notation at the bottom reads: “Petitioner
wishes name changed to Frank Russell Capra.” Capra
is best known as the Academy Award winning director
of many wonderful films; he also served in the Army
again during World War II.
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SOURCES
The bulk of the data in these vignettes is taken from
the Connecticut military questionnaires:
Ancestry.com. Connecticut, Military Questionnaires,
1919-1920 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA:
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2013.
Original data: Connecticut WWI Military
Questionnaires, 1919–1920. Connecticut State Library,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Information from other Ancestry.com databases, such
as census records, death records, and other documents,
served to flesh out these biographies.
Wounded American (immigrant) soldiers learning
English. (Courtesy LOC)

Peter L. Belmonte is a retired U.S. Air Force
officer. He holds a master’s degree in history from
California State University, Stanislaus, and has written
extensively on World War I history. Some of the
introductory material in this article was taken from his
book (with co-author Alexander F. Barnes) Forgotten
Soldiers of World War I: America’s Immigrant
Doughboys (Schiffer Books, 2018).

Immigrants aboard the S.S. Patricia, 1907, HamburgAmerika Line. (Courtesy LOC)

Immigrant Album
To complement the previous article about immigrant
soldiers, here are a few pre-war immigrant
photographs.
Immigrants walking from their ship to the Ellis Island
ferry. The well-dressed woman on the right seems to
not see them.(Courtesy LOC)
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Polish immigrant boarding the
S.S. President Grant, HamburgAmerika Line. (Courtesy LOC)

Family arriving at Ellis Island
(Courtesy LOC)

Not what you’d think! Former
immigrants returning home to
Germany. Alfred Stieglitz took this
photo in 1907; he was a first-class
passenger
aboard the
S.S. Kaiser
Wilhelm
(North
German
Lloyd) sailing
from New
York to
Bremen. The
photo shows
the steerage
deck. (Courtesy
Wikimedia)
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THE LEGACY OF US ARMY
AFRICAN-AMERICAN DOCTORS OF
WORLD WAR ONE
W. Douglas Fisher
More than 100 African-American doctors served
in the US Army with distinction and bravery on the
bloody Western Front in France during World War
One.
One of the especially heroic doctors, Lt. Urbane
F. Bass from Fredericksburg, Virginia, gave his life
on the battlefield while attending wounded soldiers in
the front lines. Other doctors suffered the effects of
German artillery gas attacks and were hospitalized.
As was the case with many WWI veterans, permanent
damage to the lungs of some of these doctors led to
their premature demise following the war. Dr. Louis
T. Wright of Atlanta, Georgia, who became head of
Harlem Hospital in New York City and Chairman
of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), was among those whose
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lives were affected and shortened. Other doctors lived
many years following their return to the U.S. in 1919
and continued to serve our nation for decades, some
even as late as the 1960s and 1970s. The last of these
veterans, Dr. James M. Whittico, Sr., died in 1981 at
the age of 93. The following brief summaries reflect
a few of the many contributions of the remarkable
soldier-doctors.
In 1917, as the US entered WW1, Dr. Urbane
Bass enjoyed a growing medical practice in
Fredericksburg, Virginia. In 1916 he had written to
Secretary of War Newton Baker offering his services.
At 37 years of age Bass left his wife, four children and
his medical practice to serve his country. He joined
other African-American volunteers at a special
Medical Officers Training Camp (MOTC) for black
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Lieutenant Urbane F. Bass
in France, Courtesy National
Library of Medicine

doctors established at Fort Des Moines, Iowa, in
1917. The Army was segregated at the time and it was
the only time in history such a medical facility was
created.
After completing training in November 1917,
the doctors were assigned to the two black combat
divisions the Army established, the 92nd and 93rd
Divisions. In France in early 1918 Dr. Bass’ unit,
the 372nd Infantry of the 93rd Division, was placed
under French Army command. During a fierce battle,
shrapnel severed his legs while he was caring for
the wounded under prolonged and intense German
artillery fire at a forward aid station. As he was carried
from the field, he tried to instruct the men in how to
provide him care, but his wounds were too severe. He
died near the front in October only a month before the
war ended on November 11, 1918. He was awarded
the Distinguished Service Cross posthumously for his
heroism at Monthois, France, in early October and
was the first African-American officer buried at the
National Cemetery in Fredericksburg, Virginia.

His young son, Urbane F. Bass, Jr., who was only 8
years old when his father was killed, followed in his
father’s footsteps and became a successful physician
as well. Two of Dr. Bass senior’s three daughters went
on to college where they obtained advanced degrees
and worked in education. Despite the premature death
of Dr. Bass in France, his legacy of service to his
country and community was carried on by the talented
family he left behind.
The physician who originally inspired my
research was the youngest of the doctors who
served. He was Dr. Jonathan N. Rucker, of Natchez,
Mississippi. He volunteered and served throughout
the war with the 92nd Division’s Motor Supply Train,
where he cared for 500 men. Rucker served under my
grandfather, Major John N. Douglas, who wrote of the
doctor in his war diary. The men in his unit were often
widely dispersed, moving troops and supplies to the
front and casualties to the rear, usually at night without
lights in an attempt to avoid the German artillery that
was sighted in on the roads and junctions. Rutted and
poorly marked roads, darkness, rain and mud all made
the Western Front treacherous and deadly. In midAugust, the 92nd Division suffered its first casualty
when a truck driver in the French town of Epinal fell
victim to a German air raid.

Lieutenant Johnathan N.
Rucker, 317th Supply Train,
92nd Division
(Courtesy the Rucker family)

Urbane F. Bass, Stained
Glass Window Memorial
(Courtesy Shiloh Baptist Church
New Site, Fredericksburg, VA)

Despite the injuries, illnesses and hardships
the men experienced, Dr. Rucker was able to proudly
report at war’s end that he had helped his men avoid
any fatalities, a truly remarkable achievement. In
addition to being a trained physician, Rucker was also
a trained minister and participated in Bible studies
with his fellow soldiers as he attended to their spiritual
needs.
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Rucker was a true Renaissance man who, in
addition to being a minister, doctor and soldier, also
became a community leader and educator in Nashville
and Natchez. He ran and expanded a segregated
school system. Moreover, he was a successful farmer
who taught others how to farm, harvest and bring
their products to market. This was all in addition to
opening a medical clinic with four-beds and serving
the medical needs of a large African-American
community.
He also managed to raise 10 children, all of
whom he was able to send to college. He was a proud
and loving father and his son, John Ross, recalled the
family “never had any money, but we had everything
we needed.” Unlike many African Americans who
migrated northward to large cities seeking opportunity,
Dr. Rucker remained in the south. His hard work
helped enable his children to enter a variety of
significant professions including medicine, education,
science, business, military service and the law.
Dr. Rucker was honored in 1964 with a 50-year
“Service to Mankind” award where he was described
as “an almost extinct species – the physician who will
respond to home calls.”
One effect of segregation in America was that
a parallel society developed with a large black lower
class, a much smaller educated middle class and some
wealthy and prominent members of an upper class.
The doctors who served this nation came from every
class of black society, but primarily the lower and
middle classes. African-American churches played
a major role in educating, encouraging and inspiring
them. Two black medical schools, Meharry Medical
College in Nashville, Tennessee, (photo page 18,
class of 1911, courtesy NYPL digital collections) and
Howard University Medical School in Washington
D.C., produced 2/3rds of these doctors. Notably, at
the turn of the twentieth century, 10% of these black
doctors were graduates of traditionally white medical
schools, including Harvard.
While little had been written previously about
any these men, there is one extensive biography of
Dr. Louis T. Wright entitled Mr. Harlem Hospital by
Robert C. Hayden. Dr. Wright was one of the doctors
awarded a Purple Heart and who suffered permanent
lung damage from toxic German gas. Following the
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Harlem Hospital, NY
war his crowning achievement was as the Director
of the Harlem Hospital in New York, a hospital that
served a community of 400,000 African-Americans.
Dr. Wright also served as Chairman of the NAACP
until his premature death in 1952. His medical and
leadership accomplishments are extraordinary and
internationally recognized.

Lieutenant Louis T. Wright,
before leaving for France,
1918, New York
(Robert C.Hayden book, Mr. Harlem
Hospital, courtesy Barbara Wright Pierce)

Importantly, many of these African-American
Army doctors are now recognized as having been
exceptionally successful in their post-war careers. The
most senior of the officers, Major Joseph H. Ward,
became the first black leader of a major Veterans
Hospital where thousands of black veterans were
treated over many years.
Another, Captain Charles H. Garvin, led an
extraordinary life in Cleveland, Ohio, where he served
for 52 years. He was invited to join the faculty of
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Lieutenant Charles
H. Garvin (Emmett J.
Scott, Scott’s Official
History of the
American Negro in
World War 1, 1919)
people. The range of their wartime and post-war
activities in support of our nation is no longer a secret.

Major Joseph H. Ward standing aboard ship
(Emmett J. Scott, Scott’s Official History of the
American Negro in World War 1, 1919)
Western Reserve Medical School. He became a
trustee with the local NAACP, the Urban League,
and the Cleveland Public Library, and was a member
of numerous prominent Cleveland medical societies.
Dr. Garvin wrote more that 25 articles for the Journal
of the National Medical Association (NMA). He
pioneered integrated housing during a period of
intense racial separation in the city and led efforts to
remove racial barriers. He lived long enough to see
the election of Cleveland’s first African-American
mayor, the Honorable Carl Stokes.
These doctors, and many others, established
private and public hospitals in various U.S. cities.
Some pioneered medical achievements, taught at
medical schools, and even established commercial
businesses to serve the African-American

W. Douglas Fisher served as a U.S. Army and
Foreign Service officer for ten years after graduating
from Princeton University. He then entered the
private sector establishing a computer business
serving nonprofits. He earned his MBA in Finance
from American University and helped establish two
commercial banks and served as bank Chairman for
15 years. Fisher has presented and written about WWI
for 20 years. He and Joann H. Buckley researched
and co-authored the book entitled African American
Doctors of World War 1: The Lives of 104 Volunteers
published in 2016 by McFarland & Co. He resides in
Arlington, Virginia and Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.
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LIFE IN A TOWN ON THE REAR-FRONT
(STENAY, OCCUPIED FRANCE) DURING WWI
Alain Cesarini
They’re Coming!
In August 1914, the German army invaded
Belgium, destroying everything in its path and
spreading terror among the civilian population. In
retaliation for resistance in towns and villages, soldiers
committed acts of violence against prisoners, wounded
soldiers and even civilians. These new conditions of
war resulted in the exodus of thousands of Belgians,
mainly elderly people, women, and children. These
refugees posed major logistical problems for French
villages near the Belgian frontier. In Stenay, these
refugees were rescued by individuals and church
groups who provided shelter and lodging. Albert
Toussaint and Bishop Mangin, among others, became
very active in this humanitarian mission.
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On August 23rd, the first wounded soldiers
from the fighting in Belgium arrived at the hospital in
Stenay. As the fighting got closer there was an exodus
from the French border towns. The last trains left
Stenay, taking on board several families of notables
and civil servants. General de Langle and his staff
left Château des Tilleuls and headed for Le Chesne,
approximately 21 km to the west.
On August 25th, news of the French defeats in
Belgium and Lorraine reached the ears of the Stenay
inhabitants. The streets were crowded with refugees,
French soldiers and artillery batteries retreating across
the city towards the Meuse. Bridges over the river
were mined in anticipation of their destruction. The
municipal officials of Stenay, very worried, asked the
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Toussaint, as first magistrate. They required him to
accompany them while they systematically looked for
snipers in all the houses.

Bridge across the Maas (Meuse) River at Stenay.
Destroyed by the French in late August 1914 and soon
rebuilt by the Germans.
(Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll Voluer, Serie Z)

French commander to inform them as early as possible
of the destruction of the bridges, so they would have
enough time to evacuate the population.
On August 26th, after the crossing of soldiers
and refugees to the left bank of the Meuse, all the
bridges were destroyed. The villages on the right bank
and any inhabitants who did not want to leave were
abandoned to the enemy.
On the 27th, violent fighting broke out in Cesse
and Luzy-Saint-Martin. During the afternoon, the first
enemy elements entered Stenay. First the Uhlans came
to ensure that nothing abnormal awaited the troops.
Then came some pioneers under infantry protection
to prepare a bridge of boats. During this day, two
Stenaisian civilians (F. Guyoth and J. Pierrot) were
executed by the Germans.
On August 28th, Stenay was occupied by a
battalion of Infanterie Regiment Nr.157. On the left
bank, the 2nd French Corps began its withdrawal to
Grandpré following the enemy’s success in breaking
through on the Yoncq side. During this movement,
19e Régiment de Chasseurs à Cheval (regiment of
mounted troops) was responsible for preventing the
Germans crossing the Meuse.
After the Germans arrived, they set up an
atmosphere of terror. In the absence of the mayor,
they appointed the secretary of the town hall, Albert

To protect the pioneers who were repairing the
partially destroyed bridges over the Meuse, the enemy
placed Albert Toussaint, as well as some hostages,
in front of the pioneers. The Germans urged them to
negotiate with the French. What was the trade off? A

German soldiers relaxing in Stenay. Duty in
Stenay was certainly preferable to fighting in
nearby Verdun. (Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll
Voluer, Serie Z)
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French promise not to shoot the German soldiers in
exchange for a promise that the Germans would not
shoot hostages and that Stenay would not be burned
down.
It was likely one patrol of the French 19e
Régiment de Chasseurs à Cheval that fatally wounded
Albert Toussaint on the Pont de la Redoute. He died
on September 20, 1914, without the enemy having
provided him with the necessary medical care.
On August 30th, the Germans appointed Bishop
Mangin to replace Albert Toussaint. Taken as a
hostage, victim of bad treatment and harassment,
he fell ill on September1st from a concussion and
died on September 9th, after having received the last
sacraments from the hands of Father Hazard.
After the fighting of August 31st, which took place
between Vilosnes and Stenay, German soldiers,
irritated by the losses they suffered, forcibly entered
houses and stores, plundering and destroying
everything, leaving an unbelievable disorder on the
streets. The Stenay occupation began and would last
until the armistice.
By August 31, 1914, the villages on the banks
of the Meuse between Sedan and Vilosnes were
abandoned by the French army. Fighting north of
Verdun around Consenvoye and Dannevoux still
continued. Very quickly, in the occupied villages, the
Germans set up a self-sufficient and repressive system.
The communes were delimited by a border that one
was formally forbidden to cross at the risk of heavy
sanctions. Any communication with the inhabitants of
the neighboring boroughs was prohibited. All contact
with family members living in a nearby village or in
a free zone was interrupted and would remain so for
more than 4 years.

Administration of
Municipalities and Groups of
Municipalities
The Germans took over the administration
of the occupied communes. In Stenay, an Etappen
Kommandantur was installed in the Peltier house,
rue Porte de France. Its role consisted of managing
all the logistics of the group of municipalities under
its control, as well as regulating the life of these
municipalities. In each village (commune) there was
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an Ortskommandantur responsible for administering
the village.					
The Germans did not want to deal directly
with the population. They appointed a mayor and
a municipal council, the latter having no power and
only in place to relay the demands of the Germans
and address any shortcomings. In the absence of Mr.
Drappier, the mayor elected in 1912, Léon Baulard, the
town hall secretary and priest, was appointed mayor
and Auguste Niclausse, town hall secretary.
From the start of the occupation, the population
witnessed the Germanization of the occupied
territories. The currency was no longer the Franc but
the Mark. The streets were renamed in German so
“Rue Chanzy” became “Kronprinzenstrasse”, “Porte
de Bourgogne” became “Berliner Tor”. Legal time
changed to German time. The buildings used by the
soldiers were marked in German; the Peltier house
became Etappen Kommandantur, Hotel du Commerce,
Offizier Heim, etc.

The Stenay Offizier Heim, officer quarters, was
formerly the Hôtel du Commerce. It reverted to
its former function after the war and is now Le
Commerce Hôtel. (Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll
Voluer, Serie Z)

Correspondence with prisoners of war became
more difficult. Written on free paper at the beginning,
without precise rules and without limitation,
correspondence became regulated. Letters could only
be written on a special postcard (Feldpostkarte). The
text had to be legible, written on the lines and not
crooked, without shortened words and with the address
of the sender. Only one card per a regulation month
was accepted. The Gazette des Ardennes, a newspaper
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published by the Germans, indicated the place of
internment of the prisoners. Correspondence with
unoccupied French villages was impossible. Families
regularly sent parcels and even money to prisoners
through the Red Cross in Geneva or the “Comité
Meusien”. Many parcels got lost or arrived very late.

Compulsory Work
A compulsory work system was implemented
very quickly. The French became, in fact, workers
placed at the disposal of the Kommandantur to carry
out work in the service of the Germans. Men were
mainly assigned to heavy or technical tasks and
women to work in the fields and indoors. One or
several armed soldiers supervised all this work. At
the beginning of 1915, only the employees of the
sawmill received a salary of 2 marks; later, all workers
received a derisory variable salary. Obviously, it was
impossible to live on these alms. The other part of the
population worked for the commune and was mainly
assigned to the town hall, maintenance of streets and
latrines, bakery, woodcutting and hospice.

French prisoners of war held in Stenay.
(Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll Voluer, Serie Z)

The Germans set up a hostage service that
guaranteed the proper functioning of the town.
Six hostages were placed at the disposal of the
kommandantur daily, where they were occupied with
various chores, while a group of 24 hostages remained
available.
Labor requisitions in Stenay were around 130

or 140 people. The men were mainly assigned to
factories, railways, and handling and guarding animals
for slaughter. Women were mainly used for interior
work, cleaning, in Lazoretts (hospitals) and in the
fields. Of course, these services were not based on
voluntary work but on compulsory work and everyone
had to be present at the morning roll call. Unpaid at
first, with the exception of the sawmill workers, all the
workers eventually were paid a pitiful salary.
To meet its labor needs, the Germans used
prisoners of war of various nationalities (French,
Belgians, Russians, etc.). Any contact with these
personnel and any distribution of food for their benefit
was strictly forbidden.
To make up for the shortage of textile fibres,
nettle pickings were regularly organised with a
minimum quota to be filled. This task was mainly the
responsibility of women, children and the elderly.

The Obsession with Order and
Cleanliness
The Germans discovered French villages and
towns were in a state of extreme unhealthiness. Heaps
of manure spread over the drains, emitting their foul
odor and pouring the liquid manure into the gutters.
The paths were cluttered with trash of all kinds and
the streets strewn with debris. The surroundings of the
houses looked like real garbage dumps. The cesspools
overflowed without anyone caring.
Immediately the Germans managed to put order
in this monumental mess. In a few days, the heaps
of manure, an ostentatious sign of wealth of the local
farmers, disappeared from the landscape, whereas
the civil authorities had tried to have them removed
for decades, without success. The military authority
imposed the cleaning of the paths that led to the
gardens and prohibited throwing garbage there under
penalty of a heavy fine.
Each inhabitant was ordered to clean in front of
his house to lighten the work load of the five workers
assigned to cleaning the streets.
The Kommandantur threatened to requisition
people at the expense of the municipality if this was
not carried out. The surroundings of the houses and
the squares were improved. The Germans seemed
to want to settle in for a while. Throughout the
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The clean and orderly streets of Stenay under
German occupation. The Church of St Grégoire
is in the background. (Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay,
coll Voluer, Serie Z)

occupation, the occupiers issued a large number of
reminders of the rules of cleanliness and behavior with
threats of punishment in the event of default.
A curfew was ordered with prohibition to
circulate on the streets beyond an hour that varied
according to the season. Traffic outside the boundaries
of the municipality was highly regulated. Only people
recommended by the mayor, with a pass duly signed
by the commander, and accompanied, could cross to
another municipality.

Food
Food remained the main concern of the
population. The French Army requisitions had already
relieved the town of a large part of its resources:
its animals for slaughter and its horses for the
army. Shops were closed or looted by the enemy
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upon arrival. The Stenay lumber mill, emptied of
its equipment at the start of the occupation, was put
back into service for the exclusive use by the German
authority.
Fearing an imminent famine, the mayor
succeeded in negotiating the purchase of flour from
the Germans. At the beginning of the occupation, two
bakers were in the bakery but soon one of them was
deported.
In order to meet their needs, the population
was allowed to grow their own vegetables and own a
few farmyard animals. The inhabitants were allowed
to buy food sold by the Germans, to be picked up
near the guard posts at the exits to Laneuville and
Montmédy.
Part of the milk produced by the few dairy cows
that had not been requisitioned was delivered to the
dairy of the German authority. The direct sale of milk
to the German military was forbidden. At the end of
the occupation, following the significant reduction in
the number of cows, the entire milk production was
delivered to the Germans; only the elderly, young
children and sick people could benefit from it with a
medical prescription.
All fruits and berries were requisitioned by the
occupier. With the shortage, begging was on the rise.
It was mainly children who begged and this deeply
annoyed the German authorities. They forbade the
practice and ordered the mayor to find a solution to
feed the poor of the commune, at least once a day.
A collective kitchen was created and parents were
ordered to look after their children.
The municipality also agreed to allocate
communal land for allotment as allotment gardens.
Poaching seemed to be common, although it was
severely punished.
Potatoes grown on the lands of the municipality
were intended exclusively for the population. Hunger
sometimes caused people to dig up the tubers
before the end of their growth. A note from the
kommandantur ordered the population to wait until the
plants were fully grown before digging them up.
In October 1914, Americans under the leadership of
Herbert Hoover created a commission in Belgium to
feed the civilian population. (Commission for Relief in
Belgium or C.R.B., see World War One Illustrated #10,
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“WWI’s Greatest Story of Saving Lives” by Jeffery
B. Miller). The C.R.B. distributed basic necessities,
mainly from the United States to the people of
Belgium and occupied France. These products could
not be requisitioned by the German army nor resold.
They constituted a significant food supply that helped
avoid famine. In April 1917, after the United States
entered the war, this committee was replaced (on
paper) by a Spanish-Dutch organization.
Local committees were created to centralize
and distribute C.R.B. food aid. In Stenay, the local
committee distributed the products to the communes
attached to the group.

fed through the food committee and clothed thanks to
donations from the local population.
Like all occupied towns, Stenay was subject to
war contributions that far exceeded the commune’s
budget. To make sure the payment would be
sufficient, the Germans collected additional hostages,
which acted as a guarantee. In order to collect this
money, the mayor launched calls for subscriptions
from the town’s notables and found himself obliged to
resort to borrowing from foreign banks.

Stenay-- Headquarters of the
Fifth Army

German Requisitions
The effects of the Allied embargo were felt
all the more as time passed. In Germany the copper
shortage was so dire that everything was collected to
supply German industry. Bells, organ pipes, copper
vats, electric wires, bowls, etc.; everything was
transformed into armament in German foundries.
The forests were clear cut; the lumber sent
to Germany to the trenches; the tops were used for
firewood. Access to the forest was forbidden or highly
regulated for the civilian population.
The factories were gradually emptied of their
machines, which were shipped directly to Germany.
The houses were partially or totally occupied by
troops. The barracks were used as a Lazorett or
cantonment for prisoners awaiting transfer.

Everyday Life
In the villages where there were still teaching
staff, school was compulsory; the German authority
took special care to ensure that children attended. The
staff was mainly female because the vast majority
of men had been mobilized. In Stenay, two female
teachers taught at the girls’ school, while for the free
school, a sister taught at Saint-Joseph.
In order to limit the number of useless mouths to
feed, especially the elderly and inactive, the occupiers
sent part of the population back to the French free zone
via Switzerland. They deported many hostages to
Belgium and Germany. Some hostages even ended up
in Russia and Lithuania. These deported people were

Crown Prince Wilhelm, the Kaiser’s heir and
commander of the German Army during the
battle of Verdun (1916). It was said that his two
passions were horses and women. (Courtesy Municipal
Archives of Stenay, coll Voluer, Serie Z)

From September 1914, the Imperial Kronprinz, head
of the Fifth German Army, moved to the Château des
Tilleuls where he organised parties and receptions.
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The Château des Tilleuls, the war-time residence of Crown Prince Wilhelm. Although much of Stenay is as it was
during WW1, unfortunately the Château des Tilleuls was destroyed during WW2.
(Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll Voluer, Serie Z)

His headquarters was located in the boys’ school.
Numerous general and senior officers occupied the
posh villas and mansions in the region.
		 Kronprinz Wilhelm did not really have an
operational role in the command of the army. He spent
most of his time riding or driving around, organizing
parties and parading. He visited his troops when the
front was quiet and even distributed decorations. He

A German hospital train on a siding in Stenay.
(Courtesy Municipal Archives of Stenay, coll Voluer, Serie Z)
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lived in fear of the aerial bombardments of which
Stenay was regularly the target. He had a blockhouse
built in the cellar of Château des Tilleuls and had
bomb-proof fencing put up on the neighbouring
buildings. He led a dissolute life and entertained many
mistresses, including some “Stenaisiennes”.
During the Battle of Verdun, Stenay’s
headquarters was very active and all major decisions
were made from there. At each major event, high
German dignitaries visited Stenay, including Kaiser
Wilhelm. The presence of the Kronprinz in the
commune seems to have alleviated the difficult living
conditions of the inhabitants but probably led to
additional constraints.
The Kronprinz resided in Stenay until the
beginning of 1918. He then moved to the HQ of the
army group centre in Charleville.
Located on the German rear-front, Stenay and
its region were the center of an important hospital
structure. Many public and private buildings were
requisitioned to serve as lazaretts (hospitals), schools,
hospices, barracks, churches, villas, castles, etc.
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The Liberation of Stenay
After the German offensives of the first half
of 1918, the enemy lost the initiative. The Allied
counter-offensives of July 18th and August 8th,
definitively sealed the fate of the German army.
Marshal Foch launched the 1st American army,
under the command of General John Pershing, against
the Saint-Mihiel salient, which fell on September 19.
On the 26th, he launched a general offensive from the
North Sea to the Vosges. Between the Argonne and
the Saint-Mihiel salient, the American Army attacked.
Day after day, villages fell to the Americans. On
November 7, the people of the villages on the front
line were evacuated to Belgium. In some villages,
the inhabitants were taken as hostages by the German
forces. On November 9, the 61st American infantry
regiment freed 700 hostages, women and children, in
Mouzay.

Alain Cesarini was born in 1952 in a small town
close to the Belgium and Luxembourg borders. He
is married with two children. He graduated in
mechanical engineering and worked as maintenance
manager in a steam and electricity power plant from
1973 to 1988. From 1988 until his retirement in 2011,
he worked as a maintenance and project manager in
the Stenay papermill. In 2005 he became interested
in WW1, especially the battle of Verdun. In 2012, he
concentrated his research on the history of Stenay and
its region during the Great War, from the first battles,
the German occupation, and the Meuse-Argonne
offensive. Between 2014 and 2018, he participated
in many commemorations and exhibitions about the
war. In 2012 he became a member of the French
memorial association “Souvenir Français.” In 2017,
working with the municipality of Semide, he helped
to restore the Langer Max site. He is the webmaster
of three websites: www.stenay.home.blog, www.
souvenirfrancaisdun.free.fr, www.verdun1916.eu

American officers touring the Château des Tilleuls.
(Courtesy NARA)

Although armistice negotiations were under way,
each army stood ready to fight if these negotiations
did not succeed. Thus, the Americans pounded the
German positions until November 11, at 11 A.M.,
while the enemy blew up all the buildings on the
left bank of the Meuse, destroyed all the bridges
and positioned itself on the heights of the right bank
to prevent the American advance. On November
11, members of the U.S. 89th and 90th Divisions
crossed the Meuse and entered Stenay. Four years of
occupation finally ended.
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MY KIN IN THE GREAT WAR
My Grandfather’s Survival Story In France 1918
Ulrich von Koppenfels

My grandfather on my mother’s side, Friedrich
Carl (“Fritz”) Schelte, was severely wounded at the
end of World War One in France when he had just
joined the German army as a young soldier. When
I was a child he told me the story of his almost
miraculous survival. In 1983, my grandmother, Eva
Schelte, born Wiedey, wrote down this and many other
stories in her voluminous family history, of which
she gave a copy to all her children and grandchildren
(though it was never published). My grandfather
was still able to sign the copy I own shortly before he
passed away in early 1984, when he was almost 86
years old. The following account is mainly based on
my grandmother’s writings.
Fritz was born in 1898 in Unna in Westphalia,
Germany, as the sixth of eight children of a house
painter. After he finished the 8-year grade school
(“Volksschule”), he continued his studies at a teachers’
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seminary (“Lehrerseminar”) in order to become a
grade school teacher himself. In January 1918, after
having graduated early to be able to join the army,
he was drawn into the Westphalian Light Infantry
Battalion No 7 (“Westfälisches Jägerbataillon Nr.
7”), garrisoned in the small town of Bückeburg in
today’s Lower Saxony, then the princely residence of
the tiny principality of Schaumburg-Lippe. His two
older brothers had already joined the war before him
(earlier). One of them was killed before Verdun in
1916, while Fritz’ two younger siblings had died from
the flue a year later.
After only eight weeks of basic training in the
Bückeburg garrison, Fritz was sent to the Western
Front, where in June 1918 he took part in the third
of the great German spring offensives of 1918,
“Operation Gneisenau” (also known as the battle
of Montdidier-Noyon to the Americans and the
battle of the Matz to the French.) According to my
grandmother’s account:
“Around mid-day, Fritz was shot in his stomach
during an attack in a wooded area near the Matz river.
Two comrades next to him moved him on a tarpaulin
and dragged him back to their initial position. There
he remained until dark, lying on the stone floor of a
ruined house. Then he was carried by paramedics
on a stretcher to the dressing station. His wound was
very serious. The bullet had gone through the belt
buckle and all the way through his body and out at his
back. It had barely missed his liver and gallbladder,
fortunately without injuring them. There was hardly
any chance of survival, and this was the message
that Karl Heitfeld, his brother-in-law, who was just
departing for home leave, carried back home.
The days at the dressing station were terrible.
The wounded, among which several with shots in their
stomach just the day of Fritz’ wound, lay under the
tent in the burning sun. Fritz suffered great thirst,
but those wounded in the stomach could not eat or
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drink. They were artificially fed with a salt solution
directly into their veins through thick cannulas. Some
of the wounded screamed so miserably for water that
the nurses had pity with them. But only a few sips of
water meant certain death. Fritz suffered through the
pain of thirst, he just sucked eagerly the moist from the
small sponge drenched in vinegar water that was put
between his lips.
One day suddenly the dressing station was
attacked, in spite of being marked by a large Red
Cross flag. It was evacuated in haste. The wounded
were put on carriages and brought to Ham (France)
over roads shot in pieces. Fritz remembered the trip
as truly horrific. Lying on his wound, he was shaken
back and forth and tried desperately to hold on in
order to make the pain more bearable.
In Ham, those capable for transport were
selected, who were to be carried to a field hospital.
The doctor examined each wounded and said about
Fritz: ‘not capable for transport’. But when later
the paramedics arrived to pick up those selected for
transport, Fritz reported: ‘capable for transport’.
He wanted to leave. As soon as the train with the
wounded was moving and had left Ham behind, Fritz
called for the accompanying doctor and had his wound
freshly dressed, which was urgently needed.
The transport went to a military hospital
in Völklingen near Saarbrücken [in the west of
Germany]. Fritz was still in a very serious state. One
day, when they removed his bedpan, it was full of
clotted blood. Fritz had suffered internal bleeding and
lost consciousness. When he became conscious again,
he was completely covered with a bedsheet. Exitus, so
they had thought.
Fritz remained in Völklingen for four weeks,
then he was transferred to Königsberg in East Prussia
[now Kaliningrad, Russia] as the field hospitals on the
western front were needed for new wounded. Here,
he lay in the city convention center (‘Stadthalle’),
which had been transformed into a military hospital.
In the so-called wedding hall the serious cases were
housed, of which he was one. The whole hospital was
infested with bugs, only the beds of those who had
just had surgery had their posts sitting in pots filled
with petroleum, so they were free of vermin. The
doctors tried to remove the splinters of the belt buckle

and watch chain that were still in Fritz’ body. In the
surgery room, he was held by three nurses and the
doctors did their job with the patient fully conscious,
but in vain.
After weeks in hospital -- when Fritz was finally
released, he weighed just 36 kg [about 79 pounds]
-- Fritz slowly started to recover, and on request of
his parents he could be moved to Unna to the local
military hospital. Here, too, they tried to remove the
splinters. But they were placed so inconveniently
-- several ribs would have had to be removed -that the doctors finally refrained from surgery and
consoled the patient that with times the splinters would
become encapsulated. The Iron Cross Second Class
and the decoration for a soldier wounded in action
(‘Verwundetenabzeichen’) are souvenirs of this hard
time.”
After the war ended and he had finally been
released from the hospital, my grandfather started
his first job as a grade school teacher. But soon he
decided to go to university, studied mathematics,
physics and geography, got a PhD and became a
teacher at a girls’ high school.

Fritz Schelte as a
university student
and member of
Landsmannschaft
Borussia, a dueling
fraternity, Münster,
1920s.
As times improved after the hardships of the
immediate post-war and hyperinflation period, he
became a sought-after bachelor and travelled Europe
and North Africa by car, something few people were
able to do in those days.
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Finally, he fell in love with one of his students,
Eva Wiedey, and they married in 1935, right after she
graduated from high school. The couple had four
children and many grandchildren. After many years
of teaching at the Schiller Gymnasium high school
in Dortmund, North-Rhine Westphalia, Friedrich
Schelte retired as the school’s principal and lived in
good health well into his old age. He was passionate
about geography, in particular the discovery of the
Arctic and Antarctic, and when I was young, I loved to
listen to his stories about the adventures of explorers
such as Fridjof Nansen, Otto Nordenskjöld or Roald
Amundsen. But I also clearly remember the story of
his near death as a young soldier in a dressing station
in German-occupied France in the final year of the
carnage known as World War One.
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Ulrich von Koppenfels studied law at the Universities
of Bonn (Germany), Geneva (Switzerland) and
Freiburg (Germany) and earned a post-graduate
degree in European law from the College of Europe
in Bruges, Belgium. He works for the European
Commission and lives with his family in Brussels,
Belgium. Ulrich von Koppenfels has always been
fascinated by history and the memory of World War
One is ever-present both in Belgium, where he lives,
and in the countryside around Verdun, France, where
the family often spends weekends in an old farmhouse.
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1911 Penn Game: James Bebout (center right) throws a block during a game against the University of Pennsylvania
in 1911. The Nittany Lions won the contest 22-6.

FROM GRIDIRON TO FRONT LINE
Kennedy R. Hickman
No one could question First Lieutenant James
D. “Red” Bebout’s toughness or his determination to
meet the enemy. Twice the US Army tried to pluck
him from his company in the 318th Infantry (80th
Division) and both times he argued his way back to
his men. On the evening of September 29, 1918, the
twenty-seven-year old volunteered to lead a platoon
forward from the north edge of the Bois de Brieulles
despite having been wounded earlier in the day. For
the former college football star, the leading edge of the
Meuse-Argonne Offensive was a long way from the
athletic fields where he had first earned fame.
A native of Pittsburgh, PA, Bebout was known
for his bright red hair and fiery temperament. The
latter served him well as he gained fame for his
football prowess at Pittsburgh High School. Utilizing
his large frame and tenacious nature, he earned an

opportunity to continue his career at the Pennsylvania
State College where he aided the 1911 Nittany Lions
in achieving an 8-0-1 record. Establishing a reputation
as a fearless player, Bebout earned praise in Annapolis,
MD, that year when he was described as being “here,
there, and everywhere breaking up plays of the Navy
team and blocking kicks and was a whole team in
himself.”
In 1912 Bebout cemented his reputation as “one
of the hardest players that ever donned a uniform”
and earned All-American recognition as Penn State
again went undefeated. In a contest at Ohio State,
a Buckeye player intentionally stomped on his
face, badly cutting him. The Pittsburgh Daily Post
reported that “the Pittsburgher’s nose and one eye
were considerably lacerated but no sooner had his
wounds been bandaged than he gamely resumed his
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place.” Ironically, Penn State claimed a forfeit when
Ohio State, trailing 37-0, walked off the field late in
the game, claiming that the Pennsylvanians were
“unnecessarily rough.”

Bebout Family 1917: James Bebout (center) with
his mother, Lizette E. Bebout (right), and a family
friend.
Graduating in 1914, Bebout moved to Washington,
D.C., where he developed an interest in the
preparedness movement that had commenced
following the beginning of World War I in Europe.
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Inspired, he enlisted in Troop A of the 1st District
of Columbia Cavalry on March 22, 1916, shortly
after Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa’s raid on
Columbus, NM. In response to the attack, President
Woodrow Wilson directed the US Army to enter
Mexico to catch Villa and called up elements of the
National Guard, including Bebout’s unit, for service
along the border. Arriving at Camp Wilson near San
Antonio, Texas, on October 2, Troop A remained
largely idle, leading to frustration among the men
and a dislike of officers. Writing home, Bebout
commented, “One of my petty ambitions is to get a
chance some time to have nothing to do but knock Hell
out of the officers all day long.”
Returning north on March 1, Troop A were
demobilizing when the United States entered World
War I on April 6, 1917. Discharged from the National
Guard, Bebout entered an officers’ training camp at
Fort Myer where he was commissioned as a second
lieutenant. That September, he received an assignment
to Company D of the newly-formed 318th Infantry
Regiment at Camp Lee, VA. He was joined in the
regiment by another former Penn State football player,
Second Lieutenant Robert A. Higgins. Part of the 80th
Division, the ranks of the 318th were largely drawn
from Virginia and Pennsylvania, with many from the
mountains of the former. For some, military service
represented their first exposure to the wider world and
led to some amusing incidents. One day, Bebout asked
one of his men who the United States was fighting.
The private, who admitted to having never read a
newspaper, replied, “I think it must be those Yankees.”
Promoted to first lieutenant on December 31, 1917,
Bebout received orders to Fort Sill, OK in January
1918 for a special course in bayonet training.
Returning to Camp Lee, he directed the base’s bayonet
school until early May when he successfully agitated
for a return to his company. His timing proved
fortuitous as the 80th Division departed for France
aboard USS Leviathan later that month.
Joining General John J. Pershing’s American
Expeditionary Forces, the 80th Division commenced
a training program with British instructors to learn
the skills necessary for survival on the Western Front.
For Bebout and the 318th Infantry Regiment, this
meant a summer refining their craft and familiarizing
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U.S.S. Leviathan leaving New York harbor in
camouflage paint. Formerly the S.S. Vaterland,
Hamburg-America Line. The ship sought
refuge in Hoboken when the war began, she was
confiscated by the United States in April 1917,
and, of course, renamed. (U.S. Navy photo)
themselves with new equipment. The early weeks in
France saw Bebout appointed transportation officer for
the regiment’s 1st Battalion. Unhappy in the role, as
it removed him from front line service, he “raised such
a fuss that he was finally sent back to his company and
his platoon” despite the fact that a suitable replacement
was not available.
Writing home to his father on July 20, Bebout
shared his thoughts on the enemy and the outcome of
the war, “I know now that the Americans are going
to be the deciding factor, and every ounce of well
directed energy that any American here or in America
can put into it will save lives in the end. We are better
men than the Germans and the very virtue which is
found in nearly every American of quick action at
all cost is the thing that the Germans fear most and
the thing that is going to lick them…They tried to
bluff the world with their cruelty. If they thought the
world would fear it, they must know that they fear it
themselves, and therefore a double dose of it might
make an impression on their puny minds.”
The 80th Division returned to American
command in late August and shifted southeast for
further training before being held in reserve during
the Saint-Mihiel Offensive. Soon ordered north, the
division was assigned to Major General Robert L.
Bullard’s III Corps for the upcoming Meuse-Argonne

Offensive. One of a series of offensives planned by
Allied commander-in-chief Marshal Ferdinand Foch,
the American effort sought to break through the
defenses of the Hindenburg Line and capture the rail
hub of Sedan.
Bullard’s men were positioned on the right of
the American line with the 80th Division in the center
of III Corps’ sector, flanked by the 4th and 33rd
Divisions. When the attack commenced on September
26, the 1/ 318th remained in reserve. That evening,
orders arrived assigning it to the neighboring 4th
Division to aid that unit’s advance. Moving towards
Cuisy, the regiment battled its way through traffic jams
behind the American lines to reach its destination.
Arriving by 3 a.m., Bebout and his men fell
exhausted, having marched over ten miles to reach
their goal. Held in reserve by the 4th Division for the
next two days, the 1/ 318th endured near continuous
German shelling and a flurry of orders, all of which
were countermanded.
At 2 a.m. on September 29, orders arrived for
Major Charles Sweeny to take the 1st Battalion to
support an attack by the 4th Division’s 58th and 59th
Infantries. These units were to advance abreast and
move north through the Bois de Brieulles with the
men from the 1/318th serving as a reserve to their
rear. Entering the rough, forested terrain of the Bois
de Brieulles, the two leading regiments were pulled
apart and the 1/318th advanced through the gap and
became the point of the American advance. Fighting
raged through the day as the 1/318th worked to clear
the woods of German machine guns and snipers. With
the attack grinding forward, Bebout briefly came to the
rear to have a wound near his mouth dressed. Not to
be kept from the battle, he quickly returned to his men.
By late in the day, the Americans secured the
Bois de Brieulles and paused to consolidate their
forces. New orders soon arrived, calling for another
attack that evening, and Sweeny asked for volunteers
to form a platoon to maintain contact with the 58th and
59th Infantries. Among the first to step forward was
Bebout. Though several officers volunteered, Sweeny,
a veteran of the French Foreign Legion, selected
Bebout as he believed the former football player was
the best suited for the mission.
Bebout’s friend Captain Earl C. Shively
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described the engagement that followed: “I went down

to the edge of the wood with ‘Red’ and could see the
action plainly. The barrage was too far over, and the
elements on his right and left did not advance a foot,
but ‘Red’ took his platoon up the hill, just north of the
Bois de Brieulles. However, the machine gun fire was
too heavy, and he was killed about halfway up the hill,
possibly 150 yards from the nearest Hun machine gun.
I saw him rise up to fire his rifle at the machine gunner,
and he fell forward. The men in his platoon tried to
help him back, but death was practically instantaneous.
His men were inconsolable.”
While the loss of a young officer was not
uncommon, Bebout’s family learned of his death in
an unusual fashion. Casualty reporting from France
was slow due to factors ranging from clerical issues
to difficulties in locating and identifying remains. For
the Bebout family, this void was filled by the tight
network of Penn State’s football alumni. Learning
of his comrade’s death, Higgins worked to notify
those back home. As he did not know his fallen
friend’s family personally, he wrote a letter to fellow
alum Charles Heppenstall in Pittsburgh who was
an acquaintance of Bebout’s brother-in-law, Joseph
Latshaw.
Unable to address the subject directly due to
censorship regulations, Higgins crafted a coded letter
that contained clues regarding the identity of the fallen
soldier that only a former player could decipher. These
included “I lost a very dear friend, killed, he played
Left guard on State team and graduated in 1914 and
he had red hair.” Receiving the letter on November 1,
Heppenstall correctly interpreted Higgins’ clues and
contacted Latshaw. The two men conferred and the
next morning Latshaw called his father-in-law, James
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N. Bebout, to break the sad news.
Concurring with their interpretation, the senior
Bebout notified his family but initially refrained from
telling his wife, Lizette. Sending a telegram to his
daughter in California, he implored her not to mention
her brother’s death in any return correspondence,
stating, “I know it will almost kill her.” He ultimately
found the courage to share the news and formal
notification of their son’s death arrived about a week
later.
For the tight network of former football players
that served, the memory of Red Bebout would not
be forgotten. To ensure that his legacy, and that of
Second Lieutenant Levi L. Lamb, killed at the Second
Battle of the Marne, would be remembered, the alumni
from the undefeated 1911 and 1912 squads presented
the college with a memorial plaque in their fallen
friends’ honor that now hangs in the Penn State AllSports Museum.

Ken Hickman has been a military historian and
museum professional for over 20 years and is presently
the director of the Penn State All-Sports Museum. A
graduate of Penn State, he holds advanced degrees
in history and library science from the University of
Delaware and Drexel University. Prior to returning
to Penn State, he served as the curator and director
of development for the USS Constellation Museum
(Baltimore, MD) and as the curator of the American
Merchant Marine Museum (Kings Point, NY). Having
been featured on the History Channel, he also wrote
extensively for and oversaw all military history
content for About.com/ThoughtCo.com from 2007 to
2020.
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SIGNS IN THE HEAVENS
The Impact Of The War On The Acceptance Of
Einstein’s Theory Of Relativity
Randy Wayne
It is a commonplace that science in its service
to the military profoundly sways the outcome of war.
What is less well-known is the influence that war has
on the acceptance of scientific theories. The Nobel
laureate, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, described
an after-dinner conversation between himself, Ernest
Rutherford, Arthur Eddington, Patrick DuVal and Sir
Maurice Amos that took place at the University of
Cambridge’s Trinity College during the Christmas
recess of 1933.
Sitting around the fire smoking long white clay
pipes—a traditional English Christmastime custom, Sir
Maurice turned to Rutherford, a Nobel laureate saying,
“I do not see why Einstein is accorded a

Sir Ernest
Rutherford
(Courtesy LOC)
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greater public acclaim than you. After all, you invented
the nuclear model of the atom; and that model provides
the basis for all of physical science today and it is
even more universal in its applications than Newton’s
laws of gravitation. Also, Einstein’s predictions refer
to such minute departures from the Newtonian theory
that I do not see what all the fuss is about.”
Rutherford responded by saying, “The war had just
ended, and the complacency of the Victorian and
Edwardian times had been shattered. The people
felt that all their values and all their ideals had lost
their bearings. Now, suddenly, they learnt that an
astronomical prediction by a German scientist had
been confirmed…by British astronomers. Astronomy
had always appealed to public imagination; and an
astronomical discovery, transcending worldly strife,
struck a responsive chord. The meeting of the Royal
Society, at which the results of the British expeditions
were reported, was headlined in all the British papers:
and the typhoon of publicity crossed the Atlantic.
From that point on, the American press played Einstein
to the maximum.” Chandrasekhar “could see from
Eddington’s reaction that he agreed with Rutherford.”
Paul Dirac, another Nobel laureate, came to a similar
conclusion—relativity was “an escape from the war.”

Albert Einstein
in 1915
(Courtesy LOC)

Leopold Infeld, a colleague of Einstein’s,
suggested an additional reason, “a new event was
predicted by a German scientist and confirmed by
English astronomers. Scientists belonging to two
warring nations had collaborated again! It seems the
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beginning of a new era.”
In 1905, Einstein developed the special theory
of relativity in which he introduced the relativity of
time and space to explain why charged particles do
not exceed the speed of light. By 1911, he generalized
the theory of relativity to include gravity, and he
predicted that the mass of the sun would slow down
time in its vicinity. This would cause light to bend
in the way that light bends as it passes from air to
glass. He predicted that this bending would result
in a deflection of starlight that would mean that an
astronomer would have to turn his telescope 0.83” (=
0.0002 degrees) away from the sun to see the star, and
consequently, the star would appear to be displaced
by 0.83”. Einstein asked Erwin Freundlich, a German
astronomer, if he would test the prediction during an
eclipse that would take place on August 21, 1914 over
Crimea. While he was in Russia, Germany declared
war on Russia; Freundlich was taken prisoner, and his
instruments were confiscated. World War I prevented
the test between Einstein’s general theory of relativity
and Newtonian mechanics.
This was a lucky break for Einstein, since a
deflection of 0.83” was the value that Johann von
Soldner had calculated using Newtonian physics more
than a century before Einstein made his calculations.
Soldner had predicted that starlight would be deflected
by 0.83” if corpuscular light particles were bent by the
gravitational pull of the sun as they moved through
absolute space and time. That is, Soldner treated the
deflection of light corpuscles by the sun’s gravity
just like an artilleryman would treat the deflection of
projectiles by the earth’s gravity. Einstein continued to
work on his general theory of relativity, and in 1915,
he predicted that the sun would warp both time and
space in the form of an interdependent space-time
which would give a double deflection of starlight of
1.7”.
In 1915, Eddington knew of Einstein’s amended
theory that predicted a 1.7” deflection even though the
British blockade prevented German scientific journals
from reaching Britain. Eddington secretly got copies
of Einstein’s papers from Willem de Sitter, a Dutch
astronomer. Upon receiving the smuggled papers,
Eddington wanted to test Einstein’s new theory.
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According to Eddington, “The bending affects stars
seen near the sun, and accordingly the only chance
of making the observation is during a total eclipse….
Even then there is a great deal of light from the
sun’s corona….. It is thus necessary to have rather
bright stars near the sun, which will not be lost in
the glare of the corona. Further, the displacements of
these stars can only be measured relatively to other
stars, preferably more distant from the sun and less
displaced; we need therefore a reasonable number
of outer bright stars to serve as reference points. In
a superstitious age a natural philosopher wishing
to perform an important experiment would consult
an astrologer to ascertain an auspicious moment for
the trial. With better reason, an astronomer today
consulting the stars would announce that the most
favourable day of the year for weighing light is May
29. The reason is that the sun in its annual journey
round the ecliptic goes through fields of stars of
varying richness, but on May 29 it is in the midst
of a quite exceptional patch of bright stars—part of
Hyades—by far the best starfield encountered. Now
if this problem had been put forward at some other
period of history, it might have been necessary to
wait some thousands of years for a total eclipse of the
sun to happen on the lucky date. But by strange good
fortune an eclipse did happen on May 29, 1919.”
During the darkest days of the war, the
Astronomer Royal, Sir Frank Dyson, started to make
plans for two eclipse expeditions—one to Sobral,
Brazil and the other to Principe Island off the west
coast of Africa. While the instrument makers could
not begin work on the necessary equipment until after
the armistice, the equipment was ready by February
1919 when the ships had to leave port in order for the
astronomers to arrive on time to observe the eclipse.
The weather in Sobral was perfect for observing
the eclipse although for technical reasons, the
astronomers there were unable to analyze their results
until they returned to England. On the other hand,
on the day of the eclipse it was raining on Principe
and the sky was covered with clouds. Miraculously,
as the eclipse approached totality, the sun began to
shine through the clouds and Eddington captured
photographs of the positions of the stars.

For the astronomers, there were three possible
results. Firstly, there could be no deflection at all
if light was not subject to gravity. Secondly, there
could be a single deflection of 0.83”, indicating
that space and time were absolute, and light, which
was composed of simple corpuscles, was subject
to gravity’s pull. Thirdly, there could be a double
deflection of 1.7”, indicating that space and time were
relative—woven into an interdependent space-time,
and light was nothing more than a mathematical point
following the curvature of space-time that was close
enough to the sun to become warped.

When Eddington compared the positions
of the stars in the eclipse photographs with their
positions in photographs taken at a time when the
sun was elsewhere, he found that the sun caused a
1.7” deflection of starlight. According to Eddington,
“Einstein’s theory had stood the test and the new
outlook of scientific thought must prevail,” and
according to Sir James Jeans, the expeditions brought
“back news which changed, and that irrevocably, the
astronomer’s conception of the nature of gravitation
and the ordinary man’s conception of the nature of the
universe in which he lives.” On November 7, 1919,
the day after the results were presented to the Royal
Society and nearly a year after the Armistice, The
Times of London carried the headline, “‘Revolution
in Science. Newtonian Ideas Overthrown.” The New
York Times also covered the news. On November
9, 1919 it reported that “British scientist calls the
discovery one of the greatest achievements in human
thought.” On November 10 it reported, “the difference
between theories of Newton and Einstein are
infinitesimal in a popular sense, and as they are purely
mathematical and can only be expressed in strictly
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scientific terms it is useless to endeavor to detail them
to the man in the street.” On November 11 it reported,
“As all common folk are suavely informed by the
President of the Royal Society that Dr. Einstein’s
deductions from the behavior of light cannot be put
in language comprehensible to them, they are under
no obligations to worry their heads, already tired by
contemplation of so many other hard problems, about
this addition to the number.” On December 7, 1919 it
reported that the theory of relativity “leads to a world
confused with a certain topsy-turviness; but if those
English scientists are right in feeling that the theory
is strongly supported we may be forced to conclude
after all that our world is in just such a topsy-turvy
condition, and that we must learn the theory of
relativity in order to understand it.”
The British polymath J. B. S. Haldane
commented, “I do not doubt that he [Einstein] will
be believed. A prophet who can give signs in the
heavens is always believed….Einstein has told us
that space, time, and matter are shadows of the fifth
dimension, and the heavens have declared his glory.”
The American mathematician Robert D. Carmichael
remarked, “Einstein has given us signs in the heavens
to corroborate his theory and mankind will never go
back on signs in the heavens.” According to Abraham
Pais, Einstein “carried a message of a new world order
in the universe.”

Albert Einstein, photographed in the early 1920s.
At the end of the horrific and devastating war,
people were receptive to the signs in the heavens
predicted and observed by two pacifists—a German
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Swiss Jew and an English Quaker. Eddington wrote to
Einstein in December 1919, “...all England has been
talking about your theory. It has made a tremendous
sensation… It is the best possible thing that could have
happened for scientific relations between England and
Germany.”
When the signs appeared in the heavens
following World War One, language took a holiday.
This helped with the popular acceptance of Einstein’s
theory. Everyone knew what “space” and “warp”
meant but no one knew what “warped space” meant.
Einstein told a Dutch newspaper in 1921, “It is the
mystery of the non-understanding that appeals to
them….” In 1921, Einstein won the Nobel Prize in
physics ( not for relativity but for the photoelectric
effect) and became a superstar—with one of the most
recognized faces in the world.
As The New York Times reported on November
16, 1919, relativity provided a world that the
astronomer Charles Lane Poor described as a fantastic
wonderland where one could wander around with
Alice and have tea with the Mad Hatter! Had the world
not suffered through a devastating world war made
more deadly by the use of science, would Einstein’s
interpretation of the world, which was beyond the
understanding of the common folk, been so widely
accepted?
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Eclipse instruments used at Sobral.

Randy Wayne is an associate professor at Cornell
University. He is the author of Plant Cell Biology:
From Astronomy to Zoology, which is in its second
edition and Light and Video Microscopy, which is in
its third edition. Besides teaching advanced classes in
these two subjects, he teaches a class called Light and
Life for non-science majors. He does research on the
nature of light.
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MY KIN IN THE GREAT WAR:
MY GREAT UNCLE RAEBURN VAN BUREN,
THE AMERICAN BAIRNSFATHER
Stephen L. Harris
At the end of World War I, the New York Times
praised Pvt. Raeburn Van Buren of New York’s 27th
Empire Division as the “American Bairnsfather,”
comparing him to the British cartoonist Capt. Bruce
Bairnsfather who was famous for his beloved wartime
character Old Bill. Van Buren, a struggling magazine
illustrator in New York City before he enlisted in the
Seventh National Guard Regiment, better known as the
Silk Stocking Regiment and then as the 107th Infantry,
got his big break when he became art editor of the 27th
Division’s magazine, Gas Attack. His cover drawings
and gag cartoons struck a cord with the more than
20,000 soldiers in the division and thousands more
back home.
During the war, the 27th fought alongside the
30th Division. Both divisions hardly got the credit
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they deserved because they were not really a part of
the American Expeditionary Forces but served under
the British and Australians. On September 29, the
27th attacked one of the most fortified sectors of the
Hindenburg Line. The 107th led the assault and,
according to its history, suffered more men killed in
one day of combat than any regiment in American
history. Four of its soldiers received Congressional
Medals of Honor.
On that day, Van Buren was safe behind the
lines assigned to the Division’s headquarters company.
His closest encounter with the enemy had come a
few months earlier in Flanders when the Americans
first entered the trenches for a few weeks of training.
Inside his dugout, he drew a woman on one of the
timbers. Word of the woman reached the headquarters
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of the division
commander, Maj.
Gen. John F.
O’Ryan, where
the renowned
artist, John
Singer Sargent,
was drawing his
portrait as part of
an effort by the
British government
to show American
and British soldiers
fighting together.
Hearing about the
woman, Sargent
immediately
wanted to see her.
Accompanied by Maj. Tristram Tupper, they set out,
wrote the major for the New York Times, on “an evil
night to look for a dugout where a young soldier artist
by the name of Van Buren had drawn on the wall . . . a
remarkable picture of a woman.”
Reaching the dugout, they descended into the
“thickness of the darkness and, finally, the strange
odors of the earth.” Lighting a lamp, they saw the
woman. Someone said she ought to be cut out and
brought back to headquarters.
“This is the only frame that suits it,” Sargent
said. “It should be left here.”
And it was, wrote Tupper, “the woman of the war.”
Van Buren was raised in Kansas City and as a teenager
landed a job as a sketch artist on the city’s legendary
newspaper, The Star. He sold several drawings to
magazines published out of Manhattan. At the age
of 22 he lit out for New York with the actor William
Powell and fellow sketch artist Ralph Barton and
there they shared a studio apartment in the old Lincoln
Arcade with another Missourian, Thomas Hart Benton.
When the United States entered the war, Van
Buren joined the National Guard. He wrote to his
grandparents, “I am now a proud soldier in the 7th
Regiment, N. Y. I am happy now and satisfied that
I have done the best and only thing for a real man to
do.”
He started drawing cartoons right away for the

7th Regiment Gazette and then for Gas Attack. It was
his many cartoons for the 1918 Christmas issue of the
division magazine that caught the attention of the New
York Times and earned him its praise. After the war, he
illustrated 350 stories for The Saturday Evening Post,
a like number for Colliers and other top magazines. In
the 1930s he created the comic strip “Abbie an’ Slats”
with Al Capp, the creator of “Li’l Abner.”
Van Buren, proud of his wartime experience and
especially grateful he’d brought some laughter to his
fellow doughboys, died in 1987. He was 96.

Stephen L. Harris, Van Buren’s grand nephew, is the
author of the trilogy about New York City’s National
Guard in the Great War, including Duty, Honor,
Privilege: New York’s Silk Stocking Regiment and the
Breaking of the Hindenburg Line. He is also the author
of Rock of the Marne: The American Soldiers Who
Turned the Tide Against the Kaiser in World War I. He
lives in Anthem, Arizona, with his wife Sue.
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